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alive-hunter.io Q: Can generalists be trained to be specialists? Much is written about the oversupply of software engineers. We're told that companies are struggling to find good engineers to fill their software engineering positions, and that they're having to pay large sums of money to train up graduates to become software
engineers instead of hiring less experienced ones. I have heard that this is because of the mistaken belief that a specialist who has experience in one area (e.g. Java) can be trained to solve a wide array of problems in a few weeks, resulting in a higher quality solution. However, my understanding of generalism is that it's
possible to gain just as much experience in a broad area, despite not having dedicated time to gain that experience. My understanding of generalism comes from studying maths, where you learn broad ideas, and then picking and choosing a specialisation where you would like to gain skills. Is this correct, and if so, what is a
good example of a situation where a good generalist can become a great specialist? Or, are people saying that generalists are good, but the idea is that the generalists need to specialise quickly and buy up their experience before being able to dedicate as much time as a specialist? A: A bit of a radical point of view, but if you
take a look at this TED talk, it might help you understand what is meant by the so-called generalism. However, the idea you mentioned seems to be more about specialization: "so let's be super-specialized in one thing so we can quickly become really good at it and never have to play small ball on any other side." A: First, I
would say that being a generalist is one of the most important jobs in software development. It doesn't mean you can't be very strong in one thing. It means you understand the subject and know where to find the experts. Second, as far as training goes it's not a necessary adjunct to generalism. If you understand the subject
and know where to find the experts, you're pretty well set. Third, unless you're a senior engineer in a large organization, the time you dedicate to being a generalist, or even any specialist for that matter, isn't going to be that much. From my experience, spending an hour or two a day just thinking and talking about new
technologies is much more productive than having a whole
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